
Implications of the IOC 20+20 Recommentations and IFF Actions APPENDIX 32

CB working sessions

Recommendation Action

6) Cooperate closely with other sports event organisers

- Coperation between IOC and IWGA on the sports program

-> Present our Sport at its Best in the TWG (Competition, athmosphere, spectators, visibility, 

image)

- Explain the implications and importance to the participants

- Create a project group with the Participating Countries

- Lobby towards the TWG 2021 LOC

- Introduce the slogan "Floorball Olympics"

- Sports Lab or sport initiation programmes -> Inform the IOC of our interest to participate in the YOG

- Develop a “Floorball product” that could easily be integrated within the IOC concept of “Sport 

Lab”.

- Continue the networking with IOC members / lobbying activities.

10) Move from a sport-based to an event-based program -> Introduce a different format of the sport and a different number of player

- IOC Session to decide on the inclusion of any sport (IF) - Consider reviewing the number of players per team roster. 

- IOC to allow the OCOG's to make proposals of one add events - Start discussions with the FIH to ease the road to the Olympics.

- Be ahead and participate in the biding stage of a City's OCOG's

- Continue to expose/promote Floorball in order that all IOC members have a clear understanding 

about the sport and support it.

- Try to get a meeting with Kit as soon as possible in Lausanne

11) Foster gender equality

- Achieve 50 per cent femal participation

-> Clear and strong communication about the fact that Floorball is offering high level events for 

both genders. 

- To stimulate women's participation

- Reinforce the fact that the sport is clearly orientated towards gender equality - promote 

Champions Cup/EuroFlorball Cup

- IOC to encourage the inclusion of mixed-gender team events. -> Is there a need to find a mixed gender sport solution

- Clarify that the Wroclaw 2017 World Games have imposed one event only; this has never been a 

choice of IFF.

- Positive segratation included in the Licencese system 2.0

17) Honour clean athlethes (Anti-Doping/Betting) -> Enlarge the education of the  Athlethes concerning the Clean Sport (Anti-Doping and Betting)

25) Review Yuth Olympic Games Positioning



- YOG Sports Program -> Show the IOC that it is our aim to be in the Youth Olympic Games.

- Tripart organisation group - IFF to smartly inform the IOC about the availability of a IFF member to be part of this new body

32) Strenghten ethics

- Process of Good Governance - IFF to continue to adapt accordingly in order to comply with all PGG.

- Send out the Policies approved by the IFF to the members, included in the IFF Licencse system 

2.0

19) Launch Olympic Channel

- IOC has invited the ARISF members to an introduction of the Olympic channel

- Introduction of the TV Magazine

23) Engage with comminities

- Engage the general public and youth -> Continue the development of our tools and channels

- Be in the front-line of the use of social media

28) Support Autonomy

- Work with lobby work

- Organise meetings with National Associations and NOC's in connection to CB meetings
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